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Product Name Discription Installation

Netop Remote Control

Netop enables secure remote access and efficient remote control to the widest

range of operating systems and devices available. Secure remote access of attended and unattended machines & 

devices and access devices outside of your LAN including POS systems, ATM's ,production networks without 

maintaining open ports or VPNs

Client and web based

WiseMo Remote Support

WiseMo is the flexible remote desktop control application for the professional user. Fast and Secure remote 

control of PCs, servers, macOS computers, android smartphones and tablets, windows mobile, windows CE 

based devices, scanners, barcodes – LAN and WAN. Attended and unattanded, with superior security and logging

Client and web based

EMS IT Asset Management

EMS is a simple to use and cost effective IT asset management system.  IT asset management gives an accurate, 

up-to-date picture of  IT resources.  This is essential for monitoring, incident resolution, budgeting, planning, and 

asset life cycle management. Features include: sofware & hardware inventory, licensing, application & internet 

metering, alerting and reporting, device auto discovery, software distribution, energy monitoring, power 

management, desktop utilization, enforce acceptable user policies, print monitoring, enterprise reporting, 

mobile inventory - integrated with patch management and remote control if required. 

Client based

ResQDesk

CrossTec ResQDesk help desk software provides detailed recording and tracking of user help requests. Routing, 

tracking and resolving technical support issues. CrossTec ResQDesk is a web-based solution that features 

advanced implementation of ITIL processes, and is available as a standalone application or as part of a 

company’s overall management suite

Cloud based

LanSchool

LanSchool v8.0.0 is a full featured classroom management solution that helps teachers teach more effectively in 

a computer-based classroom. Teachers can monitor, collaborate and communicate with your students more 

effectively. LanSchool works across all operating systems and devices, including: Windows PCs & tablets, 

Chromebooks, Macs, iOS, Android, and thin clients.

Client based

Netop Vision Pro

Vision Pro is the popular classroom management software proven to improve student performance. Vision helps 

educators collaborate with students in and out of class, focus attention on lessons, supervise and guide learning, 

assess comprehension, and improve learning outcomes. Vision provides teachers easy to use classroom 

management features to simplify and leverage technology for learning in today’s digital environments.

Client based

HDGUARD

HDGUARD is a first-class non-restrictive Windows hard disk and desktop protection and restore program. It 

grants unrestricted access to computer’s resources while effectively protecting hard disks and enhancing public 

access security. Simply reboot the computer and HDGUARD will restore the computer’s stable original state of 

hard disk is recovered again. You can resume your work instantly and without any infected or corrupted file, 

sectors or program. No further administration is required, since HDGUARD security works absolute 

automatically.

Client based



Altaro VM

Altaro VM Backup is fast, affordable, high performance backup and replication solution.Easy to use, intuitive UI - 

making it simple to implement a reliable backup strategy. Managing and configuring backup/restore and 

replication tasks across multiple hosts, full control & scalability – monitor and manage all your Hyper-V and 

VMware hosts from a single console, with outstanding 24/7 support as part of the package.

Client based

Malwarebytes

Malwarebytes delivers cyber protection that creates a resilient security posture tailored to your endpoint 

environment. Because of advanced, polymorphic threats are targeting the endpoint with adaptive techniques, 

we use multiple layers of technology applied at various points along the attack chain—including machine 

learning–enhanced and heuristic detection capabilities—to crush their attacks.

Cloud & web based

Radix Smartclass

Radix SmartClass transforms student Android and/or Windows tablets into a rich 21st century learning 

environment. Students can easily connect to the classroom Wi-Fi network, while the teacher stays in control, 

using his own mobile device to freely move around the classroom and coordinate student activities (without 

requiring extra hardware or third party applications).

Client & cloud based

Radix Vision Mobile Device Management

VISO MDM /EMM enables help desks, IT administrators and project leaders to centrally monitor, enterprise 

mobility management manage and support devices wherever they are. Reaching well beyond the local network 

boundaries, the cloud-based platform delivers a bird’s-eye view of an entire device fleet, enabling administrators 

to give the best support possible, optimize device performance and make informed decisions.

Cloud based

Radix VISO MDM for education

VISO MDM for education lets you monitor, manage and control all of your school’s devices from one easy-to-use 

cloud-based platform. The straightforward interface lets you complete complex configurations with ease for 

countless devices and OS. With a focus on digital learning, VISO MDM provides a customizable interface for 

teachers, principals and IT administrators. It has never been so easy to effectively manage a large number of 

different devices, including Chromebooks, iPads, laptops, tablets, interactive touchscreens and VR devices

Cloud based


